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PROFFESSOR DAVIS
ATTENDING SENATE
Dr. Marvin

to take charge of his
Classes

Walter S. Davis, professor of History and Economics in the college, left
last week to resume his duties as

COLOR POST EXERCISES HELD
Freshmen given Side of Post
The traditional Color Post Exercises
of the College were held around the
Color Post on the Campus Tuesday,
following the Freshmen-Sopohomore
Scrap. Marmaduke Dodsworth, president of the Student Body, presided and
gave a short history of the Color
Post which was given to the College

senator in the State Legislature. This

two years ago by the class of 1920.

is his fourth session as senator from

Miss Alta Miller, a member of last
years graduating class presented to

the 27th district, as he was re-

the incoming Freshmen their side of
the Post, saying she trusted that they

elected in 1916.
He has already been appointed
chairman of the Senate Committee on
"Education and Public Morals," and

would uphold the traditions of the

he introduced a bill Tuesday provid-

of it as did the class of 1918.
Frank Williston, president of the

ing that courses in American Government be made a pre-requisite of
graduation in High Schools.
Prof. Davis is one of the favorite
professors of the college, and the
students are planning on a trip to
Olympia to visit him during the
Senate session. Each Senate year

Color Post and cherish their corner

class of 1922, responded for the
Freshmen, giving a brief survey of
what the Freshman class had already
done and told of their visions of the
future.
Lively songs and yells were ex-

such a trip has been made by the
students. During the Senate Session,

changed by the different classes, the
Freshmen and Sopohomores, especially, vying with each other. The Jun-

Prof. Davis will give a resume of
Senate happenings in each issue of
"The Trail," beginning with the next

iors and Seniors also gave yells, and
together with the faculty, enjoyed the
Freshman-Sophomore contest.

issue.
Dr. Marvin to Take His Classes
During Prof. Davis' absence, Dr.
M. H. Marvin, an authority on Child
Welfare and a member of the State
Industrial Welfare Committee, will
take charge of his classes. Until his
arrival, however, Mrs. Robert L. Schofield will be in charge of the department.
C. P. S. WINS FIRST GAME OF

SEASON
Score 23-19
The college basketball team played
the first game of the season at Pacific
City on Thursday, January 9, when
they took a tight game from the Pacific City Athletic Club. The score
was 23-19. The college team showed
the need of some good, hard practicing of they are to make a good showing this year. The Pacific City boys
played good ball considering that
some of the boys had never played
before. Both teams were handicapped
by the smallness of the floor, and if
larger accommodations had been available a better contest would very likely
have been staged.
Clay and Lemmon opened the game
with two field baskets apiece, and for
a while things looked dark for the
Pacific team. They however came up
strong and worried the college team
until three long shots by Kinch am.1
Williston gave the Puget Sound team
the lead that won the game. Weaver
was the stand-by of the Pacific team
and was responsible for most of the
points.
Continued on page 6

OPEN FORUM HELD ON BANQUET
QUESTION
Unanimous for a Banquet
In an open forum in the Student
Assembly last week, the annual banquet was discussed and the consensus
of opinion was that a banquet was
the popular event for the coming
quarter. Marmaduke Dodsworth presided at the forum.
It was decided to have a formal
banquet on Washington's Birthday, as
it is a tradition of the College that
the banquet be held on that day.
Both the banquet hall of the First
M. E. Church and Rhodes Tea Garden were suggested as fitting places
to have the affair.
It was suggested that Pres. Tcdd
be toast master and that several good
speakers from the state be invited to
give speeches.
The following spoke during the discussion Madeline Meiers, Mabel
Amende, Harry Gardner, Florence
Todd, Gladys Moe, Ruth Vigus, Hazel
Hooker and Marion Myers.
All spoke enthusiasticly for the
banquet, bringing back memories of
the last banquet held two years ago
when the foremost educators of the
state were our speakers. Gov . and
Mrs. Lister, Pres. Nash of Bellingham
Normal, Pres. Black of Ellensburg
Normal, Pres. Schowlter of Cheney
Normal, Dr. Holland of W. S. C.,
and Bishop Hughes, chairman of the
Methodist Board of Education of the
United States were all our guests.
Great enthusiasm is being shown
by the students in making plans for
this—our biggest affair of the year.

DEBATING TEAMS CHOSEN

NUMBER

5

FROSH—SOPH SCRAP IS BIG
AFFAIR—AN EXCITING DAY

Lively Tryouts Held

FOR THE COLLEGIANS

Lively tryouts have een held the
past weeks to decide on the Society
teams who are to battle for the Newbegin Cup. The Theta team will be
Florence Maddock and Helen Joliffe,
with Winifred Wayne as alternate.
Fielding Lemmon and Thelma Hastings won out in the Philo try-out, with
Clinton James as alternate. The Amphictyons chose Hilton Larson and
Ruth Woods, with Mildred Spear and
Paul Snyder as alternates. The Macedonians have not yet definitely decided
upon their team.
The Philos and Macedonians will be
the first to clash. The Thetas and
Amphictyons will then meet, and the
winners of these two debates will

"Paint the Town Green!"
With this slogan, the Freshman
class of 1922 started the Annual
Frosh-Soph Day with a "whoop I"
Rising at four o'clock Tuesday
morning, a group of the Freshmen
marched to the Girls' Dorm, armed
with a can of brilliant green paint
and paint brushes.
Entering the
Dorm. thru a window, the girls in
the crowd entered the room of each
Soph girl and painted an ominous
"22" on the hand and cheek of each
maid.
Tho taken unawares, the
Soph girls—Reta and Thelma Hast
ings battled valiantly against green

battle for first honors and the loving

paint and Freshmen girls!
Completing the rounds of the Girls'

cup. The definite dates for the beginning of the series will be an-

Dorm., the crowd proceeded to the
Darr home, where Irene Doran and

nounced soon.

Lois Noble were their next victims.
At the boys' Dorm., where the next

Aside from the winning of the
trophy cup by a society team, debating will be made a personal affair also
this year as Mr. James G. Newbegin
has offered a prize of $15.00 to the
person who wins first place as the
best debater in the college and a prize
of $10.00 to the second best.
Mr. Newbegin is also the donor of
the beautiful loving cup which is the
trophy sought by the societies in the
series this year. He offered the cup
in 1918, the trophy to be retained by
or passed on to the winning society
from year to year. It has created
much enthusiasm in debate, and this
season is expected to be an unusually
lively one.

PRES. TODD SPEAKS IN THE EAST
Pres. Edward H. Todd who isin
Chicago atending the National Convention of the Church Boards of
Education delivered an address to the
council there last weeek. His speech
was reported in "The Chicago Herald
and Examiner" of last Wednesday's,
a copy of which has been received
here.
In his speech, Dr. Todd told the
council that the colleges of America
face a great responsibility in combating Boshevism. "As it thrives on
ignorance,", he said, "it must be
killed by education."

stop was made, Russell Clay and
Clyde Kinch did battle against the
Frosh. The Freshmen taking part in
these friendly visits were Florence
Maddock, Margaret and Helen Joliffe,
Florence
Todd,
Myrtle
Warren,
Frances Coffee, Dorothy Townsend,
Margaret Sayre, Ed Longstreth, Frank
Williston and Paul Snyder.
During the morning, large signs
bearing the inscription "22" were
hung from the roof of the Ad. building, and one huge placard was placed
in the top of the gigantic poplar in
front of the chapel building. Excitement reigned in the classrooms, halls
and the entire campus. Streams of
Freshmen and Sophomores poured up
and down the stairs and all over the
campus. Several classes were forced
to be dismissed in the grand rush to
see whether Fresh or Soph was
Master!
The Sophs. stole the green paint,
and the Frosh once more dug into
their pockets to purchase another
can. When the time came for the
Frosh to raise the:r colors on the
Color Post, it was found that the
Sophs had stolen them. A wild
search of Dr. Todd's residence revealed a green and white hair ribbon
of Florence's—which was immediately
raised to the place of honor on the
Post! Frank Williston, Fielding Lemmon and Ed Longstreth led the Freshmen in painting their colors—as the
wild climax of a wild day!

GIRL'S DEATH TO REMAIN
MYSTERY

NEW EQUIPMENT FOR B. B. MEN
MORE GAMES PLANNED

Mystery surrounds the death of
Violette Clarke, who was found dying
in a room in the girls' dormitory of
the college last Friday afternoon, Jan
10th. She was a student of the
Stadium High School, and was also
doing work in the college conserva-

More than $70.00 is being spent for
new suits for the basket ball men, a
new basket ball has been bought, and
new equipment is being installed in
the temporary gym in the Barracks.
The boys, under the leadership of

Continued on page 7

Continued on page 8
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"SENATOR'S SUNBEAMS"

"ORIOLE" CHOCOLATES

Boys' Dorm
During the past few months the
"Senator's Sunbeams" have been
scattered hither and you, "Flu" on

Famous for Purity and Goodness

the one hand and army life on the
other had well-nigh completed the

No gift that you can bestow
will bring a greater amount
of happiness. A wedding or
birthday present De Luxe.

obliteration of Dorm, life for this

India. This Nawab had the long
name of Ghayazud-din Haidar, and he
was, nominally, a servant of the Great

year. There has been some of the

Moghul Emperor at Delhi. But the

old spirit left and together with the

Great Mogul was only great in name,

"pep" of the Freshmen, we anticipate

and it is no wonder that soon the

great times for the rest of the year.
Probably the outstanding feature of

Nawab at Lucknow made no pretense
of serving the weak emperor, and
called himself King of Oudh, with his

BROWN & HALEY

tion promulgated by several of our

capital at Lucknow.

saintly members (Kinch and Young)

Many are the interesting things con-

Oriole Candy Company

for the complete eradication of the

00 YOU WILL FIND
SNAPPY

YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHING

use of slang. Each charter member

nected with Ghayaz-ud-din's reign for
h is court became famous for wild

is fined for each slang word used and
in this way, several dollars was raised

beast shows, cock fights and all such
things as a selfish, luxurious, empty-

in a short time. Some one has rifled
the treasury however, and only 13

minded ruler cared about in India in

cents is left. Suspicion has naturally

those days.
He was ambitious to be remembered

centered strongly on Burk, owing to
his kleptomaniac tendencies and only
a complete eradication will clear him

by all who should live after him, so
he built himself a fine tomb, ready for
his burial—a tomb as large as a

of this heinous crime!

very large house, with a beautiful
garden surrounding it. Then he de-

Rev. Burk has gone quite extensively into advertising. We have al-

at Bell's; also a full line of Shirts, Neckwear, Silk Hose, Work and
Dress Shoes, etc.

ways heard that advertising paid, so
keep it up, Dad! For further informa-

Gordon Hats a Specialty

tion, ask Clay or "Jack!"

W. C. BELL & SONS
Pacific Avenue at Eleventh Street.

"THE SACAJAWEA"
GIRL'S DORM

We wish to thank you for your past favors and your
confidence in our ability to serve you.

which he did. These three tombs are
truly things of beauty in the city of
Lucknow to this day.
Ghayaz-ud-din Haidar had a treasurer, to whom he gave a house in the
spacious garden beyond his own
grounds. In the garden he buried a
great treasure—cartloads of money,

The Sacajaweans are very proud
of the fact that altho small in num-

great iron chest. In the casket of
jewels, it was said, lay a ruby, weigh-

ber, they have two representatives on
the Intersociety Debating Teams-

ing an ounce, and passessing the
power to keep away all harm, such
as snake-bites, cholera and accidents,

Miss Woods being one of the Amphictyon debaters and Miss Hastings
one of the Philo team,
We are glad to welcome to our
home Miss Alta Jeffers and Miss Olive
Brown.

WASHINGTON TOOL & HARDWARE CO.
The Athletic Goods Store
Tenth and Pacffic Ave.

from the man who owned it!
Now in the language of the country
the name of ruby is "lal" and the
name of garden is "bagh," so that
the place since then has been known
as Lal Bagh.
Years passed. Ghayaz-ud-din died,

Gleanings of the Eavesdropper
Alta J. and Thelma H. are overheard studying History.
A. J.: "Can you keep all that in
your head?"

Young Business Men
We want you to get acquainted with us and learn
all you can about business methods, office supplies and

Pioneer Bindery & Printing Co.

edly warning them that they must
help their people in their poverty and
distress, and must cease taking money

Ruth: "Say, Gladys, where are
those cork screw curls you were
going to make for supper?"

Atthe
THE DICKSON BOOT SHOP
1134 Pacffic Ave.

Olive: "I haven't said anything
yet. I haven't been here long enough."

Nettie: "I'll watch for the last car
next time."

TACOMA TAXICAB &
BAGGAGE TRANSFER
CO.

a wonderful line of Clever

The only Transfer Co.
in Tacoma authorized to
Check Baggage at your
home to your destination over all railroad and
steamer lines.

your Holiday Hat now.
Ask for the new Liberty
Hat—Four Dollars.

WE ARE SHOWING

Laura: "I don't believe in moving.
I get lost in my vast domain."

Caps at $2.00. Choose

BURNSIDE HAT SHOP

Reta: "My ship's coming in on
the installment plan. Found fifteen
cents this morning."

Lieut. and Mrs. Kehoe: "Oh, how
we like to get up in the morning."

948 Pacific Ave.
-

-

Oudh, and also more cruel and care-

A. J.: "There are so many men
that I can't keep them straight."

Madalyn: "Speaking of my favorite?
I'll take buttermilk,"

We've Got Your Shoes

were more foolish, more selfish, more
luxurious, than the first King of
less of the people of their kingdom,
The British Government, after repeat-

Miss Bailey: Sh-h-h, we'll tell you
next time."

947 Broadway

and his descendants ruled after him
to the sixth generation. But they

T. H.: "That's easy—it doesn't
bother me."

T. H.: "Oh, I can keep the men
all right."

filing equipment.

Main 43

cided it would look well if he should
build tombs for his father and mother

silver, gold and jewels sealed in a

BEST WISHES
for a
HAPPY NEW YEAR
and also

904 A St.

"Once upon a time," and to be
exact it was in 1814, a Nawab or
ruler began his reign in Lucknow,

our Dorm, life has been the organiza-

TACOMA, WASH.

,.

THE RUBY GARDEN

Gladys: There was no one to hear!

from them for their own selfish use,
finally took the kingdom from them,
sent the king to a great palace prison
near Calcutta, destroyed the King's
personal palace at Lucknow, after..
ward turning it into a men's college,
and have ruled the province of Oudh
wisely and well.
Some say that when the treasurer
of the old king fled, as most of the
old king's officers did, he unearthed
the treasure and took it with him. It
is very probable, for the treasure has
never been found, though it has been
several times searched for. And
though the name Ruby Garden, or
Lal Bagh, still remains, the old king,
could he come back to see it, would
rub his eyes with astonishment.
On one gate post he would see,
the name "The Isabella Thoburn College;" on another the name "The
Isabella Thoburn High School." Part
of the old, spacious grounds are enclosed with a very high wall, except
along the front of the building, where
the wall is lower and high bushes
make a pretty screen from the road.
The old building has been made
and re-made, added to by broadenings
and heightenings; some of the old
Continued on pane 7
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C. P. S. STUDENT RETURNING

family's living quarters. It was pretty

FROM FRANCE

comfortable and we had a stove and
quite a lot of wood. While in that
village two months 1 worked on a

Vincent Hart, a former C. P. S.
student, is on his way home, according to word received by friends here
this week. He has been with the
29th Engineers in France, and has
had several exciting experiences during his year of service there.
Keith Goodman, who recently resigned from the Officers' Material
School at the Naval Training Station
at Seattle, has accepted the position
of athletic coach and director of the
Smelter Athletic Club. He was coach
here during his Senior year in 1918,
and is now a frequent visitor on the
campus.
BOYS IN FRANCE
Harold Young has received the
following fine, newsy letter from his
brother, Jack—who has been in
France since September:
"That letter I promised a few days
ago is hereby going to press—as you
might say; and as I have wanted quite
a while to start it, I am going to

CHARLES H. BROWN WRITES OF ARMY
Charles H. Brown, an old C. P. S.
student, has written of the training
life of the U. S. Fighters in an interesting letter received recently. He
is with the 63rd Artillery.
"The war being over and no more
trouble with Germany expected, the

English town called Romsey.
"After two days we hiked twelve
miles on a mighty hot day to Southampton, where we boarded the steamer
Yale, which carried us across the English channel that night. The next

something to it now that I look back
over it. Though not in true story

man was licked.
"All the way across we were compelled to wear life preservers when
awake or asleep. We got across without seeing any submarines, and on
the morning of July 27 we pulled into
Liverpool. We were tired but tickled
to death to reach fereign soil. We
didn't get to see mtch of Liverpool,
as we stayed on board ship until our
train was made up, and then boarded
it and pulled out, but what we did see
made a very favorable impression. It
is one of the pretties: cities I've ever
seen, and clean as a whistle.
"We had a wonderful trip down
through England, passing through Oxford and getting a glimpse of Oxford
college. Two days later we arrived at
Camp Romsey, an American camp
about a mile from a pretty little

"Most of the company came by
train, but I came on the convoy I
told you about, in which our regiment made such a name for itself.
We have had some great experiences
here firing both an English 75 gun
and an eight-inch howitzer.
We have
made good records, and if the war
had continued we would probably
have reached the front.
The boys
were surely all anxious to get there.
"Now comes the best part of all.
We have been waiting ever since the
armistice was signed for an order to
pack up and go to the front for garrison duty in Germany, but now that
the war is over we all want to get
back to the dear old U. S. A. and
home. Yesterday an order came from
headquarters directing our colonel to
get ready immediately to leave for a
base port, preparatory to embarking
for the states. Joy certainly reigns
around camp now. We expect to
leave for Bordeaux in about two days."

been working on, Camp Williams,
where we worked until the latter part
of May. The Washington boys sure
did a lot of work there. We built
nearly 100 miles of track and about
90 big warehouses besides about 200
barracks all in five months. But we
had good quarters and fair feed and
were paid regularly so did not mind it
much. From there the 1st Battallion
was moved to the little town of Gisvies where another big camp was
under construction.

a big prison camp of American soldiers who had not "soldiered" as

a guard over some of ray comrades
so was transferred to camp guard.
We stayed there just three weeks

form it is the best I can do.
To begin, when we left Camp Mills

and then we marched fifteen miles to
a replacement camp at St. Aigman

to embark at Hoboken, we did so by
battalions. My battalion was the first

where we got our gas masks and tin
"Stetsons" or helmets and were then

and we pulled out about 2 a. m.
bitter cold and the boys none too well

shipped to the front where I joined
Co. I of the 26th infantry then in the
trenches before Montdidier and there
I was under fire for the first time.

'We left that camp just in time to
escape an air raid. We could see the

the great Atlantic. We were homesick, but had the desire to make the
trip like men and fht for the good
old United States until the last Ger-

a few letters from different people.
Then after two months we moved to
the camp the rest of the boys had

and did not like the idea of being

"In the first place we traveled over
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
railroad clear to Illinois, and from
there went over the Illinois Central,
passing through Canada. In New
York we were encamped at Camp

erty, out past Sandy Hook and into

South Dakota, cake, candy, etc., and

Though not as interesting as some
others I have known, still there is

France, where we stayed for three
days in an English camp.

river amid the wild cheers of the
New Yorkers past the Statue of Lib-

no mail until the last week, when I
got a box from a girl in Aberdeen,

they should. It is known as A. E.
F. penitenitary. I was a prison guard

clothed for it. I know I nearly froze.

Limoges, a town of about 150,000
people, where we attended schools of
all kinds. We stayed there about
three months, and about the middle of
October left for the artillery range
here at Lacourtine, where all the
troops go to practice firing before
going to the front.

hurt me much. While there we were
not paid till the last day and we got

from the very first and give the
principal parts of my life over here.

We took a ferry to the pier where the
"President Lincoln" (since torpedoed)
was waiting for us. We finally went
aboard and lay there till dark, when
we dropped down the Harbor past

Mills on Long Islanci, The morning of
July 13 we broke camp and went to
New York, where we boarded the
Transport. About noon of the 14th
we swung into the Hudson and fell
in our place in a line of a convoy of
I transports. We steamed down the

loads every day so my work did not

This was Camp DuKane, but instead
of working we had to guard it. Also

morning we arrived at La Havre.

airplanes just as we pulled away. On
the way to Aixe-Sur-Vienne we passed
some fine cities, and just missed Paris
by about 20 kilometers. Aixe is
situated about 12 kilometers from

companies with wood. There were
six of us to handle ten big truck

make it a long one. That will make
you sit down to read it. As the censors have lifted their "blocade," on
this certain letter I am going to start

war department decided that Fathers'
day would be a fitting occasion to lift
the censorship, sa in this letter I
have the privilege of telling you all
we did from the time we started.

Escape Air Raid

wood gang which supplied three

"Liberty" so I did not get to see that
"lady" at all. Then after another day
of waiting we started. I was on
guard on the officer's deck at the
time, 8:30 p. m., and pitch dark on
December 12th. Then followed a
rather dull trip of 18 days.
We ate Xmas dinner of turkey and
"fixins" on the boat. I may say the
turkey was awful cold storage stuff
and when we stuck a knife into it we
thought it was gas. The rest of the
dinner was good as could be expected
as there were nearly 6000 persons
aboard and the boat was nothing extra in size.
Finally on December 28th we saw
land near Brest Harbor, France, and
after two days of maneuvering were
landed in the town of Brest and
marched directly to our trains. Believe me the transportation of troops
over here is nothing like in the States.
Instead of Pullmans we were obliged
to get into some toy box cars, forty
men in each one, and no room to
even sit down; so we piled up a "Ia"
pigs in cold weather. We rode two
days across "sunny" France but all
the sun we saw did not warm us any.
On New Year's day we got to our
destination at Is-sur-Tille near Dijon,
froze and several of the boys pretty
sick. Don't see how I stood it myself. We were billeted, that is put
up, in barns, etc., which were too
open to keep horses in. The next
morning we marched ten miles to
another village through snow and our
shoes without bottoms. Here we got
permanent billets and I was lucky
enough to draw one over a French

Can't say I was crazy about it, but
after I got used to it I did not mind
the occassional bombardment the
Huns had a habit of treating us to.
I am not saying anything about the
punishment our artillery meted out
to the Boche. One shell nearly buried me there, lit and exploded hardly three feet from my dug-out and
believe me I thought my time had
come. But I guess I had not been
up there long enough to get hurt.
We staid just three days in the front
ditch then moved back in reserve for
a week. There we celebrated the
Fourth of July. Then we got French
camions or trucks and traveled back
towards Orleans for a rest that the
old boys of the division had rightly
earned. All went fine until Foch
decided to start the big Allied offensive of July I 8th. Then we were
chased up to the Soissons front and
after a 25 kilometer or 15 mile march
went "over the top" at 4:30 a. m.
that never-to-be-forgotten day. At
7:30 1 had my first wound of the war.
A shell exploded about five feet from
me and though it wounded several of
the boys and cost one fellow a leg
and two others an arm apiece the
worst I got was a holt through my
right arm. My clothes and equipment
were pretty badly riddled though and
the concussion knocked me ten feet
and exploded two hundred and fifty
rounds of amunition I was carrying.
Believe me I had one narrow escape.
I captured a Hun officer a little later
with my bare hands and took his
pistol one of which a Yank will do a
lot to get. Later I was fired at by a
dutchman with a machine gun in a
shell hole. I chased him out with
the pistol and finished his gun then
Contiaued on page 6
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MAGAZINES STILL NEEDED BY
THE SOLDIERS

TWO MORE STUDENTS VICTIMS

Wounded men in hospitals and soldiers in cantonments awaiting de-

The college students were saddened
New Year's Day by the news of the
death of Miss Helga Bjorklund, who

mobilization need magazines more
than ever, according to appeals received from the camp and hospital
librarians. They say that the supply
of magazines contributed by the public has fallen off materially since the
signing of the armistice.
Whenever you put a one-cent stamp
on a magazine and drop it in a mail
box, it quickly gets into the hands
of these men, who need this sort of
reading matter very much. Every
kind of periodical is in demand, so
long as they are recent issues. Humorous, fiction, business, literary—every
sort of weekly and monthly publication is eagerly read. Trade and
technical periodicals are in demand.
It is such a very little thing for
anyone to do, just to put a one-cent
stamp on the notice which is printed
on the cover of every periodical published in America and drop it in the
post office. The only apparent reason
why the supply of these magazines has
fallen off seems to be the general impression that all the men in uniform
are to be immediately sent back
home. But we shall have a million
and more men in camps for many
months to come and tens of thousands in the hospitals, and, as the
camp librarians point out, they have
more time for reading—and reading
is more necessary to their happiness
and well-being than it was while they
were keyed up to the heights of enthusiasm!
N ow is the time for every loyal
student to get behind the Operettaand boost! It is a new undertaking
for the college, but with the co-operation of every student it should prove
to be the finest musical event of the
year.

I'

DAK(
and
Finishing

The Best
Anywhere

SHAW SUPPLY CO., Inc.
1015 Pacific Ave.

You Want
Good Shoes
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Good Values in Substantial

FOOTWEAR

OF INFLUENZA

took her Freshman work here last
year and would have graduated frcim
the Normal Department in June.
Pneumonia following the influenza
caused her death. She was a Senior
Normal and a member of the Philomathan Literary Society. She was a
cheerful, willing girl who worked and
played hard. Those of us who knew
her best feel that no one can ever
take Helga's place in our hearts.
Less than a week later, Miss Arlyne Kimball, who had come to us
just this year, died of the same
disease at her home in Gig Harbor.
She had a lovely, sunny disposition
which had already won her many
friends, and her loss is felt keenly.

2412 Sixth Ave.

For Fall
at

—shoes that will be
good for a long time
—value for every cent
you pay. You will
get the best possible
shoe value when you
buy Florsheim s—we
know they will satisfy you.

HEDBERG BROS.
1140 Broadway

M. E. FORD
President
C. M. HARVEY
Secretary-Treasurer

McDONALD SHOE CO1

WEST SIDE GROCERY CO.

Two Stores
943 Broadway
1301 Pacific Ave.

Incor )orated

Grocers
Phone Main 702 2802-4 6th Ave.

School Supplies
Ice Cream
C. W. ROWELL, Grocer

RECONSTRUCTION LECTURES TO
BE GIVEN

College Confectionery

Ten Years in Same Location

602 Sprague Ave.
Prominent Speakers Secured
The Faculty has planned a series

I

given at intervals of about two weeks
for the remainder of the school year.

by Dr. M. H. Marvin, member of the
Washington State Industrial Commission; "Some Desirable Changes in
Education Growing Out of Our War
Experiences" by Dean Frederick E.
Boltons of the University of Washington; "Is there a New Religious Note
Growing Out of the War?"; and other
themes to be announced later.
The addresses and lectures will be
given at the regular Chapel hour,
They are primarily for the pleasure
and profit of the students and faculty
of the College. But all friends of
the College and the general public are
most cordially invited to attend. No
admission fee will be charged.
We wonder why the faculty section
is vacant during Student Assemblies

1'

Best Walnuts

CHOCOLATE SHOP

2 lbs. for 75c

908 Bdwy. Tacoma Theatre Bldg.

No. 2 Walnuts
2 lbs. for 55c
Oranges, Apples
Cranberries
BELL GROCERY
6th Av. at Fife Main 444

.1.

Guaranteed

\%1Api)

::

1124 Bdwy.

EVERYBODY BOOSTS

OLYMPIC ICE CREAM
BECAUSE THEY LIKE IT

OLYMPIC ICE CREAM CO.

studies here this year.

1

Best Ice Cream and Candies

while the Student Body faithfully take
their places during chapel sessions!
Miss Martha Schackleford, who has
been ill with the "flu" for several
weeks, is expecting to resume her

Main 337

Candies Light Groceries

of semi-popular lectures or addresses
on reconstruction problems to be

They will include "Reconstruction in
France," by an eye witness; "America's Industrial Legacy from the War"

2411 Sixth Ave.

954 Court C
Main 7919

PLAIN AND FANCY ICE CREAM FOR ALL OCCASIONS

j
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AMPHICTYON

Roosevelt, the Warrior
Frances Coffey
Roosevelt, the President

Senator's Farewell Banquet
Honoring Prof. Walter S. Davis,
who left Monday for Olympia to take
up his duties as senator, the boys of

Dorothy Townsend
Roosevelt, the HunterWinifleld Wayne
Roosevelt, the American--------Extempo
Bluebird Program
"Blueb i rd—B ring Back My Happi-

the Dorm entertained at a farewell
banquet Saturday evening in the din-

ness" (Song) ----- ----- Winifred Wayne
Life Sketch of Maeterlick

ing hall of the Sacajawea. Old rem-

Myrtle Warren
"The Bluebird"—(Drams Synopsis)
Josephine Moore

iniscences of the den of yesterday and
toasts to the dorm of tomorrow were
given. Frank Williston was toastmaster,
and the following toasts were given:
"Great Sayings at the Dorm, and
their Origin ------------- --------- ---- Loyd Burk

Allegorical ConclusionsFlorence Todd
Critical Review--------------Rose Pederson
"Bluebird"—(Violin Solo)
Marion Rice

"If I were a Senator ........ Carl Curtis

PHILOMATHEAN

A feature of the after-dinner program was the tendering of numerous
bills to the Senator which the dorm.
boys wished to have passed. A few
of the original ones were:
That the government of C. P. S.
be turned over to the boys at the
dorm;
That the expenses of the Senator's
Banquet be taken from the Incidental
Fund of the State;
That Young, Curtiss, Cruver, and
Snyder's wood bills be presented to
the Senate;
That no dorm boy be allowed to
get up before 7:57.

Several C. P. S. girls entertained
the soldiers at Du Pont last Tuesday
evening. A musical program was
given, and games were played. Among
the girls attending were Miss Maurine
Martin, Miss Mabel Amende, Miss
Winifleld Wayne, Miss Irene Doran,
Miss Lois Noble, Miss Josephine Moore
and Miss Frances Goehring.

A recent University of Washington
Daily inclues the name of Miss
Gladys Skewis in the lists of pledges
to Chi Omega. Miss Skewis was a
special student here last year.

A large number of students attended the Watch Night Party given
at the First M. E. Church.

THETA NOTES
Theta is all astir over the debate
which is to be held in the very near
future. We have chosen two very
splendid debaters and Theta is backing them up in true Theta spirit.
Helen Joliffe and Florence Maddock
are our representatives and the mere
mention of the names should inspire
awe in our debate opponents.
Theta has started a new tradition,
namely when one of our number becomes engaged, the lucky man is to
show his appreciation of what Theta
has done for his happiness by presenting us with a HUGE box of
TEN-15890—Jan 16
candy-.---boxes are forth coming from
Harry, Paul and George—and boys,
don't fail to make them immense!
We are very proud of our next two
programs. Here they are:
In Memoriam
Piano Solo ---------- -- -------- Margaret Sayre
Life Sketch------------------Maurine Martin
Roosevelt, the Literary Man --------------------------- Edith Palmer
Roosevelt, the Reformer --- HeIen Joliffe

Text-books and School Supplies

To thee we pledge our loyalty
And when these golden days are
done

DRAWING SETS
Waterman's Ideal Fountain
Pens, Irving Pitt Loose Leaf

We'll ne'er forget these hours we
spend with thee.

Books, Cameras and Photo
Supplies

"Pep" and loyalty are going to be
the watch words of the Amphictyons
this year. That is the way we are
starting out and that is the way we

J. F. VISELL CO.

mean to finish.
"Pep" and debate try-outs usually
don't mix but we mixed 'em the

i 114 So. 12th St.

other night! The question was Resolved: That total disarmament is

the affirmative it looked hopeless for
her side, but before she finished, it

Philo is becoming adjusted and getting
into swing again. Society has been
changed to Monday night for the
future. It is hoped that this evening

looked as if she was right all right!
From then on we changed our minds
about 16 times and when it was all
over we didn't know who was right!

will be convenient to all our prospective visitors.

But Mr. Gordon, one of Tacoma's
best lawyers, sat serenely thru it all,

The last Friday program was purely

choosing and discarding the debaters
as Priscilla told John Alden the men
did with the girls. Then he made a

impromptu, owing to the fact that the
debaters were unable to get their ma-

Cholocates
Stationery, Light Groceries, SubPost Office
SIXTH AND FIFE

Bain started to argue for the negative.
Then we changed our minds. When
Miss Pangborn began her speech for

With the beginning of this quarter,

Full Line Hardware

I

also
Athletic Goods

F. C. JONAS & SON

speech while we sat nervously awaiting his decision. At last it came-

plenty of "pep." Mr. Riste sang a
delightful solo and Miss Hastings gave
• humorous reading. Mr. Ciscar gave
• splendid talk on "The Part of the

Hilton Larsen and Ruth Woods with
Mildred Spear and Paul Snyder as
alternates. Whoop-hooray! Beware
now ye Thetas; beware ye Phil08 and

Phillippines in the Recent War." The
brainy politicians, F. G. Williston and

Macedonians! We are after that cup
and we are going to get it!

R. E. Clay, gave a stump speech
worthy of Tammany Hall men!

Good things never come singly
with the Amphictyons. Next week
we give an original program. If

officers will be, President, Mabel
Amende, Vice President, Loyd Burk;
Secretary, Frank Williston; Treasurer,
Charles James; Critic, Madalyn Myers.
Monday evening, Jan, 13, the tryout for the debaters to Represent
Philo in Intersociety Debate, was held.
The question for debate was "Resolved that the government should
own and control the Railroads of the
United States." The negative was upheld by Miss Hastings and Mr. James,
the affirmative by Mr. Williston and
Mr. Lemmon.
Those chosen to represent Philo
were Miss Hastings and Mr. Lemmon.
The decision was in favor of the negative. The judges were Dean Morton,
Mr. Robbins, Gladys Trew and Olive
Brown, With this team we are
anticipating success in debate. Have
we not good reason? Every Philo is
behind the debaters, and has his bit
to do in the task.
On Monday evening, Jan. 20 at
8:00 oclock, a program will be given
on "Russia."
Devotionals --------------------------Chaplain
Vocal Solo ------------------Miss Marie Day
Highlights in Russian History
Mr. Yerkes
Rural Life in Russia------------Mr. Brady
Russian Composers and their Music
Miss Vigus,

and
Electrical Apparatus

terial ready by that evening. The
program proved to be excellent with

The election of officers for the latter
part of the year took place. The new

!Main 2899

A. A. HINZ
FLORIST and DECORATOR
Corner of K and So. 7th Streets
Phone Main 2655

Monday evening. You never will be
less sorry for going anywhere in your
life. See how good this sounds.
Amphictyon Inventions
Original Amphictyon Song
Mr. Larson and Miss Chapman
"Amphistyon"—An epicMiss Hover
Our Prophecy- ---------- - -------- Miss Woods
Original Medley—Piana solo
Miss Wilbert
An Original Idea------------------Extempo
Original Amphictyon Yell------Mr. Bain
Original Farce ----------- ------- Miss Todd,
Miss Spear, Mr. Lowrey, Mr. James.
Looks good, doesn't it? Come and
see it and if it doesn't look a lot
better than it does on paper—well,
"there ain't no sech animals."
We have some new members too
who will add greatly to our store of
pep, our talent and our good fellowship, Mr. Longstreth, Miss Cochran
and Miss Anderson are some of them.
Some of our members are sick just
at present but they will be back

Advertisine 13nnci's a .Secialty
4th Floor Nat. Bank Tac. Bldg.
TACOMA

For a First Class Shave or Haircut
go to the

B. & B. BARBER SHOP
• Between "K" and "j" on 11th St.
"The Shop with the Green Front"

A complete line of

next week so there won't be any
dimunitions of the good things we
have in store for anyone who wants to
come, as well as for our own members.
Rickety, rickety, rick!
Chickety, chickety, chick!
Rickety, chick!
Chickety, rick!
Amphic! Amphic!

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Waterman Ideal Fountain
Pens

COLE - MARTIN CO.
926 Pacific Ave.

illustrations by Miss Dorothy Day

Quartette
Mr. Victor Riste
Miss Marion Myers
Miss Mabel Amende Mr. Ezra Tribes
Everyone is welcome.

2503 Sixth Ave.

you haven't been to our society before, be on hand at 8 o'clock next

Bolshevism in Theory and Practice
Madalyn Myers
America's Relation to Russia............
Mr. Young

Main 7656

YANSEN'S
CONFECTIONERY

necesary to permanent world peace."
The affirmative have all the best of
it—you say? So we thot until Leon

'Till We Meet AgainRussell Clay
Senator Davis responded to Mr.
Clay's toast expressing his appreciation of the affair.

Headquarters for School
Amphictyon, Amphictyon

1-

4,

RED CROSS DRUG CO.
6th and Prospect
Pure Drugs and Fine
Sundries. Prescriptions our
specialty.
Phone M. 862

Eyes Tested Right
Glasses Fitted Right
Prices Right
CAS WELL OPTICAL CO.
Cor. 9th and St.
'I,

Helens Ave.
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BOYS IN FRANCE

automatic rifle. It weighs thirty two

Continued from page 3

pounds so I did not love my weapon
of destruction very dearly. I had
packed it over a large portion of
France, from Argonne Forest to the

came into the dressing station and
had my arm taken care of. Sold the
Dutch pistol for $15.00 and later in
a French hospital was robbed of

Meuse and never fired it once so I
felt like throwing it away, which 1

everything I had with me while I was
under the ether. I never did learn

did later. To resume, my platoon
went out and scoured the woods and

the name of the town or I might have
gone back and looked for a French-

hills around that town. We got a
few machine guns and what I think

man with my watch and fountain pen.
No telling what would have happened,
but as he probably destroyed all my

was the gun that was firing at us,
a 77 but the crew had moved. So after
bursting the breech block we called

pictures from home, etc., I am afraid
something would have happened. It

it a day and got into town in time
to be relieved by the French who

makes me mad yet to think of it. I
stayed at that hospital four days, then
got transported to an American base

wanted the honor of taking Sedan.
I was willing. We started back but

at Nantes. There I stayed nearly three
months. The summer vacation I had
there was the finest thing I had had
since I left Seattle, though I only got
paid $1 5 there and mail was scarce
I had a splendid time and believe I

my feet gave out and I fell out at
Artoise to see a doctor about them.
He ordered me to a hay loft in a near
by barn for a rest and got me a hot
supper, the first hot meal in over a
week then directed me to Stoune two

HAZEL BOCK HERRICK WRITES
FROM BOLIVIA

huge chair. It reminded me somewhat
Former Student tells of South American Life.
Cochabamba, Bolivia
November 4, 1918
Dear Friends of my Dear Old "Alma
called to the chemical War Service at
Washington D. C. Of course it was
hard to be left alone down here but
the need is so great and the teaching force so small that I felt that I
must be willing to wait here where
I could be of service.
I presume you would be interested
to hear about my trip and something
of the country to which I have come.
I left San Francisco, in company
with two other missionaries on June
eighteenth and arrived in exactly a
month from that time at Mollendo.

miles further south where an ambulance corps had headquarters. I

On the way down we stopped at
Panama and stayed there three days.

with two other fellows suffering with
dysentery went to Stoune and found

We did not get to go thru the canal
but we went out to one of the locks.
Everything is guarded there very

There I got another fifteen dollars
and a pack of equipment. I stayed
there two weeks and finally was ship-

ambulance corps No. 40 from Colorado. They are fine fellows, gave
us hot chocolate till I felt like a tank,
then a fine bed with lots of blankets
and a stretcher. Next morning we

ped out with a big bunch to St.
Dizier where we split up and went dif-

had breakfast of sausages and fresh
ham and more coaco. It almost made

of July and saw the American soldiers celebrate. You can imagine that

ferent places where our regiments
were located. I went to Bar C Duc

we took advantage of all this knowing

and joined Company "I" just three
days before we started the last drive.

a new man of me. The M. D. examined my feet and my diagnosis was
ingrown toe nails. He tagged me for
the hospital. So with twenty other

There was a lot of mail waiting for
me there and as that was all I cared

sick boys I had a nice twenty mile
truck ride down to Fleury where is

for I was satisfied. From there we
rode trucks about 25 or 30 miles to a
big forest where we lived in pup
tents for two days then away on a

located an American evacuation camp.
After staying there a night getting fed
up a bit, we boarded a Red Cross

you many times. I suppose I would
find many changes in the College
were I to return again this year but

long hike chasing the Huns.

trying to fill up a cavity that was
caused by a long chase in which the

got rather fat on the splendid grub
I had while K. P. in the kitchen.
On October 7th I was shipped out
as cured and went to Le Mars where
there is a big replacement camp.

From then on for ten days we went
through a lot of misery caused by
lack of food and wet clothing most of
the time. Finally we got a little ways
south of Sedan, our objective and
just before we entered a little village,
Chemery and I, who were walking at
the rear of my platoon with two sergeants, decided to go up and walk
with my corporal who was four men
ahead of me. Just as soon as I got
up there and we had entered the
town, the Boche started shelling us.
The first shell exploded behind me
and a piece hit me in the hip, though
I did not notice it till a day later
and then I found that I had a tiny
wound there. The second shell was a
miss, but the third one hit right at
the rear end of my platoon, where
the two sergeants were, killed one and
tore the face off of the other. I
would have got it had I stayed where
I was but luck or Providence was
guiding me when I decided to have
a talk with the corporal. We went
through the .town and across the
fields to Melvy five miles farther on
where we were shelled again. The
Boche could see us for we no sooner
entered a town than he threw over
a few shells. In Malmy we stopped
and a few men were wounded before
we could dig in. Having dug in at
least twenty times during the past ten
days I was becoming quite an expert
at it so for every shell that exploded
near me I went down a few inches.
There were beau coup shells so you
can guess I had some hole.
I had just decided it was good
enough to get into when the commander decided he wanted the "birds"
who were causing us to dig so fast,
so he sent my platoon of which I
was a Chan Chat gunner, that is, I
carried a piece of artillery called an

train for Limoges where I am now

kitchens could not keep up. They
have not done anything to my feet
yet but I am due for a transfer to a
surgical ward any time now. A few
days more and I can wear two gold
stripes on my left arm and two on
my right. Service one year and two
wounds. I don't know what I will
get for this last trip to the hospital.
There is nothing more to report
and nothing in sight. I will make this
sheet the last of my Dad's Xmas letter, So dad kill the fatted calf and
put a little more water in the soup
for if rumors are correct I will be
home in the near future. My company is enroute for Germany but I
suppose it is too far away to ship me
back so I will be among the first to
leave. I don't know how soon it will
be but hope it is tomorrow because
I have had quite enough of Sunny
France's mud and cold weather. I
will stop now with lots of love and
best wishes for a happy Xmas and
New Year from the absent one.
JACK W. LONG.

closely and it was necessary to go
thru a great deal of "red tape" before we could even go ashore. We
happened to be ashore on the Fourth

Mater:"
That I have not written before is
not because I have not thought of

to me it will always be the same dear
old place where I spent so many
happy days and made so many lasting friendships. I do not doubt but
that the changes which the war is
producing is making it rather difficult
for schools and colleges to adapt
themselves to the needs of the students but my hope and prayer is that
the" College on the hill" may progress in spite of the ravages of war.
Even I away down in South America have been made to feel the stress
of the war. I had been married only
six weeks when my husband was
that this would be our last sight of
"Uncle Sams" boys.
Here also I had my first experience
with narrow streets for we visited
Old Panama too. The feeling that
there was not enough room on the
side walk combined with the custom
of turning to the left instead of the
right was most confusing and it seemed to me that everyone would surely
run into everyone else.
After we returned to the boat we
were given a Fourth of July dinner
which we appreciated very much as
there were not more than six Americans on board and the boat was the
Japanese "Nippon Maru."
We also spent several days in Callao which is the port for Lima, Peru,

C. P. S. WINS FIRST GAME OF SEASON
Continued from page I

Both sides played a clean game,
and there was no "crabbing" on either
side. The line-up:

C.P.S.

Position

Lemmon(9)
Clay(8)

P.C.A.

Weaver(I3)
-- ------ F.. -------

-------------- F -----------

Hughes (2)

Williston(4) --------C--------- Jennings(4)
Kinch(2)

------------ C ----------- Croach(0)

Young"O) ------------ C ------- -------- Todd(0)
Referee: Brady.
minutes.

Time of halves, 20

was very rough and we were landed
from a small boat by means of a

and went out to see the most interesting city of Lima. We visited the
famous room where the Christians
were accused thru a hole in the
door and where voting is done by
means of an electric system of buttons. Near this place we saw the
house where the Woods lived when
they were in Lima. We also went to
the cathedral and were permitted to
see Pizarro's bones. The school at
CalIao interested me very much because having known Mrs. Schollield.
I noticed a large tablet in the High
School in memory of Dr. Wood.
Leaving Callao we arrived in three
days at Mollendo. Here the water

of a ferris-wheel except that there
was only one chair.
From here we took the train for
Arequippa where I had my first experience staying in a Spanish hotel
and some hotel it was even though
it was the best the city afforded.
The trains from the coast up to
La Paz do not run at night so you
can see how much longer the journey
is made. The next day we traveled
all day up, up, up over bare hills
without a sign of vegetation but interesting to me because of the funny
customs and people I saw along the
way.
Arriving at Puno we boarded the
boat which crosses Lake Titcaca
which you will remember is the highest navigable body of water in the
world. The captain of the boat had
been an old pupil of Dr. Woods so
he made us very comfortable. The
Lake was very beautiful and we enjoyed this part of the trip very much.
The rest of the way we went by
train and I was ohl so glad to get
to La Paz because the trip had been
rather long and I felt so tired and
somewhat "grimy" also although I
had stood the entire trip very well.
I did not get sea-sick neither did the
altitude affect me as it does most
people.
I wonder if the people at home
have the same idea of South America
as I did before I came. I imagined
that I was going quite out of civilization but in many ways the Bolivians
seem to be more or less progressive.
We have paved streets, electric lights
and street cars, parks, water and
sewer systems and a well-developed
system of schools. This of course
applies to La Paz and Cochabamba
and perhaps several other cities.
On the other hand the unsanitary
conditions are terrible. One could
not imagine anything worse. Of
course this produces an extremely
high death rate. Small-pox and
typhoid fever are the most common
diseases.
Then too the people have absolutely
no standard of morals. I really believe that they would rather lie than
tell the truth and the standard of
living is so low that it is nothing uncommon to find even high-class men
supporting two or three families.
The houses of the wealthy class are
large and extravagantly furnished but
everything is display and outward
show with them and one needs only
to go into the kitchen to see that
they have no idea of keeping house.
In fact they have servants for everything and they themselves live lives
of luxury and ease with only one
thought to appear well dressed and
in the best society no matter how
they made their money to get there.
I have said that the school system
was well developed. This is true but
on the other hand they have the most
backward ideas about what to teach
and how to teach it that could be
imagined. Subjects that we consider
at home appropriate only for College
students are taught here in the High
Schools and since the students have
not the intellect to understand them
they simply memorize everything. I
will say to their credit that they have
wondei'ful memories but very few
know what they are talking about.
Then at the end of the year a committee is appointed to examine the
Continued on page 7
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For full supply best Flowers

Coitinued from page 6

students, the pupils are given a set
on the market for all occasions

of questions varying in number but
supposed to cover the years course.

•

the examinations. If the student is
lucky and draws a question he knows,

CALIFORNIA FLORISTS
936 Broadway

I

he receives 20 as they are graded on
a scale of 20. If he is unable to
answer he is perhaps failed for the

1

year even tho he may be a good
student.

SORORITIES and CLASS PINS
made to your order. In fact we
manufacture anything in the
Jewelry Line

WALTERS BROS, Jewelers
R. R. Watch Inspectors
1201 21 1 Pac. Ave
Opp. Crown Drug Store

913 Pacific Avenue

Instruments and Filing Devices,
Translations of the Classics
in Pocket Size, Suitable for

Latin-American temperament you
know that I had my hands full to
discipline sixty highstrung excitable

School Use.

boys. I had a native assistant because of course as yet I can only

MECHANICAL AND TECHNICAL
BOOKS OF ALL KINDS

teach in English. At present we are
having our vacation which comes in
October, November and December. I
am spending a month at Cochabamba
which is near La Paz. I seem to
thrive and get fat in the lower altitude, good food and lots of exercise.

Fresh and Salt Meats
Fish of All Kinds in Season

1

.........I......_,u......n...._n......n_.....

1•

Choicest of Flowers

Artistically Arranged

HAYDEN-WATSON CO.
FLORISTS
Phone Main 300
938 Broadway

WASHINGTON
DYE WORKS
(Established 1911)

1

We Call and Deliver
1110 6th Av. Main 603

I
1

This valley is very pretty and green
with vegetables of all kinds. We take
long hikes into the country, play
tennis and go in bathing.
Saturday of last week we went to
the cemetery to see the queer sights,
it being "All Saints" day. On this
day people decorate the graves and
hire the priests to pray for their
dead relatives. The places for the
coffins are built on top of the ground
in a hollow mound shape. The casket
is pushed in and the place sealed
over, leaving a place at one end where
flowers may be placed. These places
are built close together and one can
see row after row of them. The
wealthier people build shrines over
the spot where the casket is placed
and the priest goes in these shrines
to say the prayer. The Indians also
have a section, but they bury their
dead in the ground. We also saw a
tower where the bodies are burned
if the space where they were buried
is not paid for after a certain time.
Outside of the cemetery the priests

COLLEGE STUDENTS!
We Solicit Your Patronage

CENTRAL LUNCH
Corner of 11th and Commerce
Phone Main 5309

-------------KRAEMER BAKERY
Makerofafuillineof
Bread, Cakes & Pastry
1124 South K St.
Main 1818

were saying prayers for the Indians,
An Indian would come up and tell a
priest the names of his dead relatives
and the priest would say a prayer
for each one for ten cents. In various groups we saw old Indian women,
who evidently could not afford
to pay ten cents to the priests, who
would give any one a small cake if
they would say a prayer for her
dead relative. It was rather amusing
to see several little boys with their
hats full of cakes and toys obtained
in this way. They are so many interesting things to tell, that I could go
on and on, but I have other letters to
write. Give my best regards to Mrs.
Marsh, the Todds, Schofields, Miss
Miss McGandy and any
Reneau,
I
others I know at the college.
should love to hear from all of you,
anytime you can find time to write.

healthy, clean ones are in their place.
A lawn, garden plots, a rose-arbor,
and tennis courts, badminton courts,
and basket ball grounds surround the
college buildings, where girls from
places as far apart as the Persian Gulf

Tacoma, and had endeared herself to

teachers, or to take the college course

the people who learned to know her.
As the situation now stands, it has

and go out far and wide to lead their
people Christ-ward, exercising an unparallelled influence for good everywhere.

tern but by keeping on good terms
with the national schools we are

in. I myself have been teaching in
the Boys Primary which includes the
first six years. If you know the

Purses, Pocket Knives, Drawing

buildings have been destroyed, and

and Burma, the Himalayas and Strait
Settlements, come for training as

afterward took poison, Corner Stewart

keep up a school here where so
many wrong ideas have already crept

Continued from page 2

Continued from page I

sever an artery, but whether the girl

may better understand what an immense problem it is to establish and

THE RUBY GARDEN

tory of music. She had lived in the
dormitory during her short stay in

to comply with the Government sys-

and in many ways we are able to
use our own ideas.

Dealers in Books, Stationery,
Fishing Tackle, Flashlights,

GIRLS DEATH A MYSTERY

been proven beyond a doubt that the
girl attempted suicide by trying to

little by little putting in our methods

THE BOOK EXCHANGE

,["—.—,,—,,—,.—,,—,,—,,—,,—"—"—,,—

Paz Bolivia, S. A.

Even in our schools we are obliged

I tell you these things that you

Phone Main 338 2604 6th Av.

American Institute, Casilla 9, La

then draw one question from the
examiner on the day set aside for

Main 7732

lights here to say the least.
Yours most sincerely,
HAZEL BOCK HERRICK.

They memorize answers to these and

go to the

I

Letters from the States are Beacon

could not say.
There is, however, no cause for the

It was in 1886 that an American
college woman started in Lucknow,
the first Christian College for women
in Asia "an experiment in Christian

belief that the girl's death could have
come about from other than suicide

Democracy." In India less than one
sixth of the school population is in

or natural causes, according to Dr.
Stewart.
In other words, there is no homi-

school, only one out of ten men and
less than one out of one hundred

cidal theory advanced, in view of the
fact that her relatives do not desire
an autopsy to be performed, in all

women can read and write. Democracy cannot be safe in any country
where illiteracy is so appalling. And
if "education without religion breeds

probability it will never be known

corruption, and education without the

whether the girl took poison or not.
One theory advanced by Dr. Stew-

Christian religion breeds agnosticisni
and selfishness," we must see to it
that the 20,000,000 girls of India-

art is that the girl may have died of
heart failure following the attempt at
suicide by slashing her arm. She had
but recently been ill from a severe attack of influenza and it is thought that
the ravages of the disease may have
weakened her heart to such an extent
that the excitement and the sight of
her own blood may have caused it to
stop beating.
The body of the young woman was
sent Saturday to Brewster where her
mother and sisters are living.

He: "Would you like to hear Shumann Heinck next Saturday evening?"
Margaret (jollily) : "Yes, I would
love to."
He: "1 hope someone asks you.
Prof. Hanawalt: "Fools often ask
questions wise men cannot answer,"
She: "I guess thats why so many of
us flunk in our exams."
Florence Todd: "Do you know anything about Bob?"
M. Martin: "Why, he's my cousin,
Florence: "I know that; but is he
all right otherwise?"
Miss Reineau: "Do you like
candy?"
Mrs. Marsh: "Why, yes, good candy
I do."
Miss Renau: "Will you have some
of my candy?"
Mrs. Marsh: "No, thank you."

the treasure that is to be cared for
and polished and set in its own place
in life,—do not become buried jewels
but may shine with the reflected light
of Christ.
The Sister College Movement, affiliating students of America with
those of the Orient, began in Methodist colleges in 1915. Today from
scores of American colleges friendly
letters go overseas—an interchange of
lively and sympathetic and mutual
understanding, going a great ways in
promoting inter-national friendship.
The Isabella Thoburn College, with
nearly two hundred high school girls
besides those in the regular college
and normal school classes, has to be
enlarged to meet the needs of the
many applicants; and it is planned to
celebrate its fiftieth birthday in the
Lal Bagh quarters by a gift of suitable
buildings and laboratories, for heavy
rains destroyed one building and the
old treasurer's house has been condemned.
Some of the happiest years of my
life were spent teaching in Lal Bagh
and I covet no greater joy and privilege for any of the women of C. P.
S., than to go there too, for I'm sure
you'd say "I'm in luck now!"
—MARTELLE ELLIOTT DAVIS

New Fall and Winter Footwear
for Young Men and Women; also

Life Service Conference to be Held

Officers' Regulation Shoes and

Dean Morton is cooperating with
leaders of the Methodist Centenary
Movement in arranging for a Life
Service Conference to be held at the
College in the early spring. Dr.
Charles A. Bowen of Portland, Oregon, Executive Secretary of the Centenary Movement for the Portland
Area, was here for a conference on
the subject Monday. It was then decided to push the proposition to completion. It is hoped to have in attendance all volunteers for life service in definite Christian work who
reside west of the Mountains in Washington. Some very able speakers are
promised for the accassion.

Puttees

C. & G. BOOT SHOP
936 Broadway

Office Requirements and Spe- cialties. Typewriters, all

Rented and Repaired.
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SEEN FROM THE LIBRARY

NEW EQUIPMENT FOR B. B. MEN
Continued from page I

WINDOW

Harold Young, manager of Athletics,
Since the foggy weather has nar-

has been fitting up the second floor

rowed down the range of vision from
the library window I have been able

of the barracks for a basket ball
court.

to see only a few of the many interesting incidents which pass in panorama before me.

Basketball is now getting under full
swing here at the college. One game

Seen very early in the morning of

has already been played and the results were in favor of the college.

Friday I Oth—several foot-sore and

Several intra-mural games are being

weary, but happy boys limp across
the campus after the game.

planned at the school and after these

By flash-light—Two people proudly

have been played off the college team
will be looking for outside games. The

carrying a wedding cake to Philo.
For further particulars ask Goldie and

freshmen class has challenged the
other boys of the school to a game

Willie.

and the Philomatheans and Amphic-

Mary Anne trying every wile,
That picture from—? to beguile.

tions will stage a contest in the near
future.

Some decided changes in the appearance of the library.

Professor Charles A. Robbins has
taken charge of the coaching end of

A disconsolate Irene. (It is strange

the game and at present is trying to
get the Y. M. C. A. Gym for the
team to practice in.

how the losing of one snap-shot can
mar one's whole life.)
A thief in the night with the
Theta picture. Why doesn't some one
stop her?
Seen in the Theta hoom, by periscope—The tragic end of a so-called
mustache.
Many infants running back and
forth with precious(?) scraps of
green to match their complexion.

The boys are all anxious for a good
trip would like to get a game with
some team that would necessitate taking a trip.

My eyes are growing tired but you
are promised more enlightenment
By the Unperceived.

Miss Baily: "You poor little boy!
You are always just starved, aren't
you?"
Clyde Kinch: "0, no rna'am! Just
after my meals I'm only just hungry."
Winifred Wayne: "Last winter I
met a crazy man who proposed to
me.
Gladys Moe: "Haven't you any
other evidences that he was crazy,"
Maude Shunk has been looking
very sleepy lately "who is he Maude?"
Frank Williston believes that wagers
as well as dreams come true,
Frankness
Joe Moore: "I heard you used to
go with Dick,"
Sue Neely: "Why, who told you
that?"

Rhodes College Clothes, priced $15 to $35.

George owery who had prolonged
his call upltn (?) was surprised the
other night to hear a window in the

Furnishings to please every taste and for every
requirement.
—Broadway Floor

upper story raised as he left the house
and to hear a woman's voice call out
"Leave an extra quart this morning,
please."

Rhodes Brothers lace

Intelligence
Frank \Villiston: '1 know where you
got that tie."
Harold Young: "Where?"
F rank: "Around your neck."

ORVILLE GILBERT
DELICATESSEN

She: "Why should I marry you?"
He: (viciously) "All right then.
You can be an old maid if you want
to."

Bakery Goods, Ice Cream, and Confectionery
Royal Ice Cream Products a Specialty

In Economics class: Prof. Davis was
asking the different members of the
class to tell all they knew about the
Grangers.

2901 Sixth Ave.

Phone M-2187

Tacoma, Wash,

Winifred Wayne quickly raised her
hand and said "I heard of a Granger
picnic once."
Lloyd Burke: "0, I've run a piece
of wood under my nail."
Marion Meyers: "You shouldn't
scratch your head in a crowd."

If you don't like these jokes,
And their dryness makes you groan.
Just stroll around occasionally
With some good ones of your own,

George Lowrey: Would you marry
the biggest fool on earth if—"
Rita Todd: "Oh, this is so sudden."

Values that are never questioned by the most discrim-

Janitor: "It didn't come through
here."

Russel Clay (in a sudden outburst
of anger) "Waiter, you're not fit to

In Math class, Helen King: "I wish
some one would pound some of this
into my head."
Mr. James: "It might hurt it."

A wide choice of models designed to please the fancy of
men of youthful tastes, and a desire for distinctive style, and
as many more in styles of conservative lines in the quiet patterns and substantial looking fabrics affected by men of
affairs.

Rhodes Standard Clothing, priced $15 to $50.

Druggist: "What a bad cold you
have. Can I offer you anything?"
Mabel Amende: "You can have it

A girl, a book
A boy, a book
Books neglected
Flunk expected—Ex.
Oh, Flo why chase a little boy like
Lowrey.

A very complete showing of the best models for winter
wear—even nof when most stocks are at a very low ebb.
Clothing of dependable quality tailored in the shape retaining
fashion that is a standard requirement of all our men's apparel, with perfect fitting lines, and that will give long satisfactory service.. - Materials are the best obtainable, carefully
selected for durability as well as attractive weave and pattern,
and shown in every wanted color.

Dean Morten: "Has the furnace
gone out?"

Jo: "Irene told me."
Sue Neely: "Nonsense. He's nothing
but one big boob."
Joe: "Yes, thats what she 8ajd.

serve a pig."
Waiter: "I'm doing my best sid."

Means much to any man, and to young men who wish their
clothing to express individuality as well as good taste, the
splendid stocks assembled here at all times have exceptional
appeal.

I mating, and will withstand every comparison.

A perfectly flat purse belonging to
the "Frosh." Poor dears, they can not
buy any more paint to daub with,
now.

Properly Chosen
CLOTHING

"Gibson" Mandolins and Guitars Sold on Easy Payments

SUN DRUG COMPANY
6th and Anderson St.
Are you particular about your prescriptions?

for nothing if you want it."

"Never put off till tomorrow what
you can do today" quoted his mother.
Fielding Lemmon: "Thats rightma,
so I guess I'll finish up the other
part of that apple pie right away."
All Money pledged to the Seven
Sister's Fund is now due.
See Maude Shunk, treasurer.
Any books or Magazines left at
"The Trail" desk will be sent immediately to the hospital at Camp
Lewis. Magazines are especially
needed!

WE ARE!!
Phone Main 646

Free Delivery

BITN EY & S ON GROCERS

SAY, FELLOWS, I have done
your barbering for eight years.
Come again.

JAMES T. COFFMAN
2409 SIXTH AVENUE

Say It in Flowers

H. W. MANIKE
"The College Florist"

All Kinds of Holland Bulbs to
Send to Mother

